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Author’s Objectives

The course I analyze in this portfolio, Mass Media Law, is one I have taught almost every
semester since I arrived on the University of Nebraska-Lincoln campus 23 years ago. Before that,
I had taught a similar course at a small liberal arts college in northeast Missouri.
The course is one in which I have invested a substantial amount of time and study. That effort has been rewarded with generally good evaluations from students and compliments from faculty members. I often have students tell me the law course is the most or one of the most interesting
courses they took as undergraduates. I have had alumni tell me years after graduating that the ideas
and information they learned in the law course have been valuable in their professional lives.
In spite of the success the course seems to have had, I sometimes find myself getting stale.
And I worry that I am not as successful as I could be in reaching some students. My objectives,
therefore, are to take a critical look at the course and how I am conducting it and see if I’m accomplishing all I want to accomplish and determine whether there may be better ways to teach this
class.

Description of the Course

Mass Media Law, JOMC 486, is a required course for all majors in the College of Journalism and Mass Communications. This includes majors in journalism (traditional print journalism and online journalism), broadcasting and advertising-public relations. Most students take the
course in their junior or senior year, although a few take it as sophomores. The course also has a
graduate section, designated JOMC 886, which is taken by master’s students who do not have an
undergraduate major in journalism.
The interests and needs of the students vary depending on their majors and career plans.
The areas of media law that are of most interest to advertising majors, for example, are different
from those that are of interest to students expecting to work as news reporters and vice versa. And
inevitably there are some students who, by the time they take 486, have decided they want to pursue careers in other fields. This variety of interests and needs has led me to make adjustments in
the course over the years to attain a balance that serves all who take it.
Because the course is for upperclassmen, most of the students have already taken most,
if not all, of the skills courses (reporting, editing, copywriting, videography and similar courses)
required for their respective majors. The students later may take a capstone course in which they
apply some of the ideas and information from Mass Media Law, but there are no later courses that
explicitly build on this course. Some faculty in the college have suggested that the course should
be offered at the sophomore level so that students would have that knowledge to draw on for later
courses and internships.
The college is accredited by the Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass
Communications. That body’s accrediting standards require that students receive instruction on
the meaning and purpose of the First Amendment. Beyond that, the standards offer little guidance
on what should be covered in a media law course. JOMC 486 is viewed by the college faculty as a
valuable preparation for professionals in advertising, public relations, broadcasting or journalism.
Therefore, the course must cover those areas of mass media law that professionals must expect to
deal with on a regular basis.
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Goals for the Course

The most basic and most explicit goal of the course is to acquaint students with the substance of the law governing the major areas of the mass media. This includes some general First
Amendment principles as well as libel, privacy, product disparagement, advertising regulation,
broadcasting regulation, trademark, copyright and news gathering issues. These issues are diverse,
and the legal principles for each vary considerably. So the volume of material to master is great.
Just knowing the substantive principles of media law, however, is not enough for someone
working in the mass media. The professional must be able to apply those principles to the problems
she or he encounters on the job. The professional must be able to recognize those situations that
give rise to legal problems and have some knowledge of how to avoid them (or at least enough
sense to know when to call a lawyer). Thus, learning media law must be more than just a process
of memorization.
This leads to a second goal for the course, which is building critical thinking skills. In the
context of media law, the student must be able to understand how to apply the legal principles to
new situations. This requires identifying facts that are relevant to how a problem should be solved,
recognizing what facts are not relevant and then applying the legal principles to the relevant facts.
The application of legal principles requires students to construct arguments for how a problem should be resolved. To do this students must understand how arguments are constructed and
how to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of arguments. This, in turn, presumes some knowledge of or appreciation of logic.
A subsidiary goal of the course is to acquaint students with the American legal system and
how it operates. A few may become lawyers. A few may cover courts as part of their journalistic
work. And a few may be involved in civil or criminal litigation. But all of them are citizens, and
the operation of the court system should be part of their storehouse of knowledge.
To an extent, the goals of the course are intended to comply with guidelines set by the
ACEJMC, which specify that students should become competent in several content and skills areas. Among
these are knowledge of law and the First Amendment, critical thinking skills and writing skills. To help the
College meet the ACEJMC competencies, the specific objectives for the Mass Media Law class are that the
students be able to:
• Apply media law principles for libel, privacy, copyright, advertising, and broadcast regulation and other
areas to real-life situations.
• Understand how courts and administrative agencies decide cases in media law.
• Be aware of how the American legal system operates.
• Distinguish relevant from irrelevant information for the solution of a problem.
• Construct a clear, logical argument to support a conclusion.
• Accurately summarize written and oral presentations of others.
• Identify and correct problems in grammar, spelling, punctuation and word usage.

Course Context and Demographics

The class is taught once a semester, including a summer section. Because the course is
required for the major, it tends to be one of the largest taught in the College. Enrollment typically
runs between 80 and 125. This is different from what students experience in other colleges and
departments where freshman and sophomore classes tend to be large and junior and senior classes
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are smaller. In the College of Journalism and Mass Communications, students learn basic skills in
their freshman and sophomore years, usually in classes of 20 or fewer, while they take law and an
ethics course in their senior year in large classes.
The course is required for all majors in the College of Journalism and Mass Communications. The largest major is advertising and public relations. These students compose about half
of hte college’s enrollment and typically about that proportion of the enrollment in the law class
in any given semester. The advertising and PR students may be seeking careers in advertising
design or copywriting, account management, public relations or corporate communications. The
next largest major is broadcasting, with about one-third of the students. They are pursuing one of
two tracks: broadcasting journalism or broadcasting production. The smallest major is journalism
(formerly called news-editorial). These students most often are interested in jobs reporting news
or sports for print or online publications.

Teaching Methods

The media law class is a relatively large class for the College of Journalism and Mass Communication. Enrollment typically ranges from 85 to 125 students per semester. In a course of such
size, the primary approach to using class time necessarily is lectures; however, I try to incorporate
opportunities for class discussion and exploration of issues.
I focus the lectures on exploring and explaining the legal principles relevant to each topic
we consider during the semester. For instance, the lectures pertaining to libel focus on the elements
of a libel case, meaning what a plaintiff in a libel suit must prove in order to recover damages. I
define and explain each of these elements and discuss cases illustrating how courts apply the definitions of those elements to the facts of specific cases. One element is identification, meaning the
plaintiff must show that the allegedly defamatory statements were about him or her. This does not
require that the plaintiff be named. If no name is published or if a pseudonym or fictionalized name
is used, the plaintiff still can prove identification if there are other facts that would lead a reader or
viewer to conclude reasonably that the story is about the plaintiff. I discuss cases in which plaintiffs were able to do this.
I make extensive use of PowerPoints during my lectures. Most of the slides have major
points of emphasis either setting forth or explaining elements of a cause of action or a defense or
describing how they are applied. But I also try to use PowerPoints to stimulate discussion or explore how legal principles are applied in real cases. One slide, for instance, has two print advertisements for Campbell’s soups. One ad was held by the Federal Trade Commission to be deceptive. I
ask the students to guess which was deceptive and try to figure out why. This leads into a discussion of deceptive advertising generally and, in this case, the use of mock-ups in ads.
Other PowerPoints incorporate videos from the Web or videos I have downloaded from
YouTube or other sources or sound files that I have downloaded and edited. One set of slide dealing with copyright infringement has excerpts of pairs of songs that have been involved in infringement disputes so that students can listen to them and discuss and judge whether one infringes on
another.
I also try to use class time to discuss court cases that the students have been assigned to
read. The level of discussion varies considerably. Some cases inspire considerable discussion; others do not. Which ones do and which ones don’t seems to vary from semester to semester, although
inspiring discussion seems to become more difficult as the semester goes along. And it is always
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easier to get students to respond to questions that ask for their opinions or their responses to hypothetical situations than to get them to respond to questions asking for specific information about
the facts of a case or what a court or dissenting judge might have said about it.

Course Materials

The main resource I use is a course packet. This packet contains an essay that provides a
basic introduction to the U.S. legal system and court structure. It also has an outline of the course,
based on the PowerPoints I use in class. I use this instead of placing them on the Web because they
contain copyrighted materials that I do not want to distribute outside of class. At the same time, I
want the principles I emphasize to be readily available to students so that they are not spending all
of their class time copying what they see on the screen.
The bulk of the packet, however, consists of court decisions that I have edited to be more
readable and to focus on the legal issues and principles that I think are most important for journalism and advertising students to understand and master. Students are expected to read these cases
and discuss them in class.
I also use a supplemental reading, which changes from year to year. I like to use a reading
that either discusses a situation that raises media law issues or that presents a problem to which
media law principles may apply. The readings are sometimes works of fiction and sometimes nonfiction. This semester, I am using The Children’s Hour, a play by Lillian Hellman which in effect
presents a libel case. Part of the first exam required students to answer questions based on the play.
The play was a long hypothetical situation, and students had to apply principles from libel law to
answer questions. In other semesters, I have used Zoe Heller’s What Was She Thinking: Notes on
a Scandal, as an exercise in privacy law, and I have used Stuart Taylor’s Until Proven Innocent,
an exhaustive account of the Duke University lacrosse team’s legal travails as an example of how
news coverage can prejudice a criminal prosecution.
This year I added a textbook to the required readings. I have use supplemental texts in previous years, but I decided that students needed more background and explanation than I was able
to provide in class lectures alone. Also, the textbook would help students who missed class or were
having trouble grasping some concepts.
Also, this year, I started using i>Clickers. I have students answer questions based on the
readings using their clickers and then I go over the questions. I also use them for starting discussions by presenting students a problem and asking them to choose answers. We can then explore
what led them to particular conclusions and I can explain why an answer was correct or incorrect
and what students should do to avoid incorrect answers on the tests.

Course Activities

I have used a variety of outside activities over the years. At present, however, I have two
primary outside activities (other than reading): papers describing and analyzing court cases they
are required to read and take-home essay tests.

Analysis Papers
Students read 39 court opinions or similar documents during the semester. I select four
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of them as ones for which students write analysis papers. The purpose of these papers is to help
students learn how to read, summarize and analyze a complicated argument. Every court decision
presents an argument, based on legal principles and precedents, for why the case should be decided
in a particular way. In order to understand a court’s conclusion, the critical reader needs to be able
to identify and follow the major steps in the court’s reasoning.
Each analysis papers should begin with a brief summary of the facts of the case and what
happened in the lower courts. The largest section of the paper should be a summary of the court’s
reasoning as it moves toward its conclusion. If the decision included concurring or dissenting opinions, the student has to read and summarize them as well, although in less detail.
Finally, the student is expected to analyze the arguments of the court and of the concurring
and dissenting opinions and offer their own conclusions.

Tests
The largest component of a student’s grade is the three tests. The tests are patterned on
the format used by law schools, although I have modified and simplified them to make them
more appropriate for undergraduate students. Each test requires students to apply mass media law
principles to hypothetical situations. For each hypothetical, there were three or four short essay
questions, and each test will have four or five hypotheticals for a total of 12-16 questions. Students
must answer 10 of them. The tests are take-home, and students may use their books and notes to
answers. The tests are not cumulative. The three tests given for this semester are included as appendices.

Quizzes

Students also take three multiple-choice quizzes. The first is a 20-question pre-test to gauge
their knowledge of media law. That quiz does not count toward the student’s final grade, but a
similar 20-question post-test does count in the grade. The third quiz covers an essay in the course
packet titled “American Law and Courts.” The essay explains some basic points about the legal
system and how it works and how it is structured. This is necessary background for understanding
the cases the student read during the rest of the semester.

Rationale for Teaching Methods

The Mass Media Law class has three major objectives based on competencies identified
by ACEJMC, the accrediting body for journalism schools and colleges. Those goals are students
should
•know and understand how to apply the principles of media law and freedom of speech and
press;
•understand how to think critically, creatively and independently;
•understand how to write correctly and clearly in forms and styles appropriate for the communications professions, audiences and purposes they serve.
These goals drive the manner in which the class is conducted and the tools used to evaluate
student learning.
The course is predominantly a lecture course, but I incorporate numerous opportunities for
students to discuss issues. One way I do this is through the in-class discussion of the cases assigned
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as readings. We begin with a summary, presented by one or more volunteers from the class, of the
facts of the case. From that we identify the central question of law the case presents and the legal
principles the court uses to answer that question. Then we discuss how the court applies the legal
principles to the facts of the case. Finally, we discuss any concurring or dissenting opinions and
how their approaches differ from those of the majority and whether they improve on the majority’s
approach.
Another classroom technique I use is to present materials that raise legal issues and have
the class discuss how the relevant legal rules might apply. For example, for the discussion of the
concept of substantial similarity as an element of copyright infringement, I show the class clips
from two movies, Yojimbo and Fistful of Dollars. I then ask students to apply the legal definition
of substantial similarity to those clips to determine whether there is a case to be made that the latter infringed on the copyright in the former. Other materials I use for stimulating discussions are
photographs, sound files, YouTube videos and hypothetical situations.
This lecture-based approach to the classroom is designed both to present key concepts in
mass media law and to encourage the students to reflect on those concepts in a critical way.
The most basic goal of the course is that the students leave with a better knowledge of
mass media law, including such basic ideas as what constitutes libel or what constitutes copyright
infringement. The multiple-choice pre- and post-tests are one vehicle for assessing how well the
class meets this goal.
If the students are going to function successfully as professionals in journalism and advertising, they will need more than just knowledge of legal principles. They will need to understand
how to apply them to situations they might encounter on the job. The purpose of the essay tests
is to assess how well the students are able to apply the legal principles. It is not enough to simply
recite the various legal rules and verbal formulas. The students must understand how to apply them
in situations that are new to them. The hypothetical situations presented in the tests all have some
basis in reality. They are drawn either from real cases or from news stories that raise interesting, if
not-yet-litigated, legal issues. It is conceivable the students might encounter similar situations as
professionals. The students’ answers to the test questions are graded on the basis of how well they
are able to recognize what facts in the hypothetical are relevant to answering the question, to know
what rule of law should be used to answer the question and to understand how that rule should be
applied.
The analysis papers are also intended to foster critical thinking by the students. The idea
is to make sure the students do not simply read a court decision or other document but that they
examine it carefully. The exercise of writing the paper requires them to understand and summarize
the facts of a case and the reasoning the court used to decide the case. They, then, must critique the
court’s handling of the case and explain why they do or do not find it satisfactory.

Past Changes

Over the years, I have changed the content and the delivery of the Mass Media Law course
in numerous ways.
The major content changes have reflected the fact the majority of the students in the class
are majoring in advertising and public relations. Traditionally, mass media law courses have emphasized material of interest and importance to students preparing to be print or broadcast journalists. Media law courses have delivered long examinations of libel and privacy along with intensive
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looks at access to information and coverage of criminal courts. Much less emphasis has been
placed on advertising regulation, trademark and copyright law. Business law usually has been
limited to cursory examinations of the application of antitrust law to the mass media. These preferences are reflected in the tables of contents of almost all mass media law textbooks.
I have greatly expanded the amount of time I devote to issues of more value to advertising and public relations students. I spend more time on FTC regulation of advertising, the use of
the Lanham Act to police misleading advertising, trademark law and copyright law. What I have
eliminated to make room for these expansions has largely been in discussion of law related to
newsgathering activities.
In terms of delivery of the course, the major change has been the development of the
course packet. This began as a brief supplement to the textbook I was using at the time. I thought
it would save time for the students if I put the slides (then presented on an overhead projector) into
an outline format and had them buy they. They would be able to spend less time copying and more
time supplementing the outline with notes about how the legal rules and principles applied. That
thin packet has expanded to include edited summaries of nearly 40 cases or other legal documents.
It is the main tool I use in teaching and discussing media law. My rationale for emphasizing it is
that students need to learn how to deal with primary source materials. That’s true for students in
all majors. Textbooks that simply distill all the complexity out of a topic do not allow students to
develop the skill of studying and clarifying for themselves complicated and confusing documents.
Yet performing that task is one demanded of professionals in all areas of the mass media.

The Law Course and the Broader Curriculum

Although the law class is one of the last a student takes in any of the journalism sequences,
it does not build on other classes in a direct way. Students come into the class with substantial
knowledge of the fields of journalism, broadcasting and advertising. Some have already completed
all or most of their courses; some have completed one or more professional internships. Others
have worked at the Daily Nebraskan in advertising or news positions. It is possible that these
professional experiences have brought the students into situations in which media law principles
have been important. To an extent, then, I can assume that the students in the course have a solid
understanding of their professions and what people in their fields typically do.
No subsequent class builds directly on the material in the Mass Media Law class. Some
students may take their capstone courses after the law class. Others might take the Mass Media
and Society class, a class that focuses on ethical issues in the media, after they complete the law
class. But the order in which students take these courses is not fixed, and there is nothing about
the curriculum that would require a student to have taken a capstone class before the law class or
vice versa.
Mass Media Law, therefore, stands somewhat outside the broader curriculum in any of the
majors in the College of Journalism and Mass Communications. Nevertheless, it contributes to
the curriculum in several important ways. First of all, it encourages students to think about their
professions in relation to society as a whole. The law of libel or the law of advertising regulation
or any of the other areas of media law limit what professionals may do in various situations. The
purpose of those limitations is to reconcile the interests in freedom of speech and press and access
to a wide range of information with other social interests, such as the protection of privacy or the
prevention of commercial fraud. Many of these issues will have arisen in some of the more basic
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classes, but the law class is the point in the curriculum where students must think about reconciling
these interests in some detail.
The course also serves as an important preparation for students going into one or more of
the media professions. Unless they understand their rights and the limitations on their rights, they
will not be able to function successfully as professionals in advertising, broadcasting or journalism.

Analysis of Student Learning

I will use two types of data for my analysis of student learning. One type is summary
quantitative data. Most of this comes from the results of pre- and post-tests of student knowledge
of media law. I also have compiled some averages on scores for two other evaluation tools: the
analysis papers and the essay tests.
The other type of data is a qualitative analysis of a sample of student work. I have selected
the work of three students—a high-pass student (Student No. 1), a middle-pass student (Student
No. 2) and a low-pass student (Student No. 3)—for closer examination. I will look at the four
analysis papers each student wrote as well as two questions from each of the three essay tests the
students wrote. The questions reviewed will be ones all three students answered so that meaningful
comparisons can be made.

Pre- and Post-Test
Comparisons
Students were given
two 20-question quizzes over
media law, one at the start of
the semester and a similar
quiz at the end. The questions covered all aspects of
media law taught in the class
and required students to show
specific knowledge of legal
rules and principles and how
they are applied. The purpose
of the two quizzes is to determine how much the students
learned about media law during the semester.
The bar graph on this
page shows the percentage
change each student recorded
on the post-test over the pretest. Almost every student
showed improvement. Only
two had poorer scores on the
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post-test than on the pre-test. The average improvement for the class was 80.4 percent; the median
improvement was 66.7 percent. These levels of improvement suggest that the class is successful
at imparting to students basic knowledge about media law such as what constitutes libel, what the
Federal Trade Commission looks for in deceptive advertising cases and what a plaintiff in a copyright infringement suit must prove.

The Analysis Paper Assignments
Analysis Paper No. 1

The first Analysis Paper the students wrote was over the U.S. Supreme Court decision in
Virginia v. Black. The court reversed the criminal convictions of three men for two separate incidents of burning crosses in violation of a state statute. The U.S. Supreme Court agreed with the
Virginia Supreme Court that the state law was contrary to the First Amendment, but it disagreed,
in part, on the reasoning. The case is a complicated one both in terms of the legal issues presented
and in terms of the number of concurring and dissenting opinions. Part of the goal of the assignment was to help students understand how the First Amendment protects unpopular speech and
how some expressive conduct may lie outside the scope of the First Amendment.
Student No. 1, the high-pass student, wrote a paper that was very thorough in its summary of the case. This student not only presented a detailed and accurate summary of the facts of
the case, she also recognized the key points of the decision, such as the holdings that states may
prohibit cross burning done with an intent to intimidate, that “true threats” lack First Amendment
protection, and that the prima facie provision of the Virginia statute (allowing jurors to infer an
intent to intimidate simply from the act of burning a cross) would invite jurors to punish speakers
of unpopular ideas where there was no evidence of intimidation. Student No. 1 also did an excellent job of distinguishing the multiple concurring and dissenting opinions and correctly identifying
how they differed from the plurality opinion. This student’s analysis of the various opinions lacks
depth, but she did realize that the justices are trying to reconcile the need to protect citizens from
intimidation while assuring that people are free to express their ideas, even when those ideas are
unpopular and offensive.
Student No. 2, the mddle-pass student, performed nearly as well on this essay. The summary of the facts of the case is complete, but this student seemed to have difficulty distinguishing
what the Virginia Supreme Court had ruled from the decision being delivered by the U.S. Supreme
Court. The student realized the importance of the prima facie provision in the Virginia statute and
why it created First Amendment problems. He went on, however, to compare the Black decision
to the court’s decisions in Texas v. Johnson (flag burning) and O’Brien v. United States (draft-card
burning). The Black case turned on whether the cross-burning constituted a threat or an effort to
intimidate. Neither of the other cases involved that issue, so they offer little guidance for understanding the Black ruling. Student No. 2’s discussion of the concurring and dissenting opinions is
thin and ignores one of the more important partial dissents, that of Justice Antonin Scalia. Finally,
his analysis of the case is brief and largely consists of saying all of the justices made good points.
Student No. 3, the low-pass student, provided the briefest summary of the facts of the case.
Her summary of the lower court decisions, particularly the Virginia Supreme Court’s holding, is
truncated and confusing. She fails to recognize that the Virginia court had offered two distinct
bases for finding the cross-burning statute unconstitutional. Her discussion of the plurality opinion
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fails to follow or summarize the reasoning behind it. Instead, she jumps to a guess as to how the
decision might affect the eventual outcome for the defendants in the two prosecutions that led to
the decision. Her guess is probably accurate, but it misses the point of the assignment. This student
also did the least in terms of summarizing the concurring and dissenting opinions. She mentions
only Scalia’s opinion, but her summary suggests she’s actually confused what Scalia wrote with
the opinion of Justice Clarence Thomas. She refers on several occasions to the Supreme Court’s
decision as finding that cross-burning is unconstitutional. This reflects a fundamental misunderstanding of what judicial procedure and what the court was actually saying. The court held that
states could, consistent with the First Amendment, prohibit cross-burning done with the intent to
intimidate. What was unconstitutional was the Virginia statute’s provision allowing juries to infer
intent from the act of cross burning itself.

Analysis Paper No. 2
For this paper, the students wrote on the decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
9th Circuit in the case of White v. Samsung Electronics. Vanna White, the cohost of the TV show
Wheel of Fortune, sued Samsung and its advertising agency for creating and publishing an advertisement that showed a robot dressed in a blond wig, big jewelry and a long dress on the set
of a game show resembling Wheel of Fortune. White said the advertisement misappropriated her
likeness, infringed on her right of publicity and and violated the federal Lanham Act by creating
the impression she was endorsing Samsung products. Part of the purpose of this assignment was
for students to see how courts distinguished misappropriation cases from right of publicity cases.
Student No. 1 again did a good job of summarizing the facts of the case. She also solidly
grasped the difference between misappropriation and right of publicity. The appeals court dismissed the misappropriation claim because that involves use of another’s name or likeness, but
the Samsung ads never used either White’s name or her likeness. However, the appeals court said
the use of the robot did involve the use of White’s identity. Student No. 1 recognized this difference and explained clearly how the appeals court reached its conclusions. She also grasped the key
differences between the majority opinion and the dissent, namely that Samsung’s ad had not and
could not lead readers to believe that the robot was Vanna White. Further, the ad appropriated not
White’s identity, the dissent said, but only the role she played on Wheel of Fortune. Student No. 1
finished with a well considered evaluation of both opinions and her reasons for finding the majority
opinion more persuasive than the dissent.
Student No. 2 did an equally good job on this assignment. His summary of the facts and of
the two opinions was as detailed and clear as that of Student No. 1. He had an equally good grasp
of the reasoning applied by the appellate court and by the dissenting judge. And he offered a cogent
analysis of the two opinions. While he finds merits in both, he presented concrete reasons for doing
so and explained why he prefered the majority opinion over the dissent.
Student No. 3 also improved in her performance on the second analysis paper. Her summary of the facts and of the legal issues is solid. She recognized the distinction between misappropriation and right of publicity. Her explanation of the court’s reasoning on the right-of-publicity claim
is not as clear or as detailed as those of the other two students, but it is adequate. Her explanation
of the dissenting opinion was brief but adequate. She concluded by finding more merit in the majority opinion than in the dissent, but her reasons for that conclusion are vague and seem to focus
primarily on White’s status as a pop culture figure.The improvement Students 2 and 3 showed on
the second assignment is partly attributable to their greater familiarity with court cases. By this
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point in the semester they had read about 15 opinions. Also, this particular case is less complicated
than the Black case and there are fewer different opinions to sort through.

Analysis Paper No. 3
This assignment required students to write papers on the U.S. Supreme Court decision in
Greater New Orleans Broadcasters Assn., Inc. v. United States. The broadcasters were challenging the constitutionality of a federal law prohibiting the broadcasting of advertisements for commercial casinos where the signals might reach into states that prohibit casino gambling. The legal
issues are complicated as are some of the facts of the case. The students were not asked to read or
summarize any of the concurring and dissenting opinions as a way of reducing the burden. The key
issues in this case are the degree of protection for commercial speech under the First Amendment
and how the courts apply the four-part Central Hudson test for determining whether a government
restriction on commercial speech is constitutional.
Much of the complexity of this decision arises from the changes in federal and state law
regarding gambling over the last half of the 20th century. These changes were described in detail
by Justice John Paul Stevens in his majority opinion. Student No. 1 summarized those changes
thoroughly, showing how federal policy had moved from a nearly absolute ban on gambling and
the promotion of games of chance to a greater degree of tolerance of them. This history laid the
groundwork for understanding the rest of the opinion. Student No. 1 moved on to discuss the
Central Hudson test and how the court applied it to the facts of this case. She summarized with
clarity and precision Stevens’ argument that the multiple exemptions to the ban on advertising of
gambling had created a regime that did not directly advance the government’s substantial interest
in reducing the social costs of gambling. Her own analysis of the opinion is somewhat thinner than
was her analysis of the White decision. That may be because the class did not read the concurring
or dissenting opinions which can help one evaluate Stevens’ arguments.
Student No. 2’s performance on this assignment dropped was less satisfactory. Although he
summarized the basic facts of the case clearly, his discussion of how Justice Stevens applied the
Central Hudson test is superficial, particularly as to the crucial third and fourth parts of the test.
The third part requires that the regulation advance the government’s substantial interest to a material and substantial degree. Student No. 2 said the court found the ban on advertising for commercial casinos failed this part of the test, but his explanation of how the court reached that conclusion
was weak. He focused too much on the court’s observation that advertising may do more to switch
gamblers from one casino to another than it does to increase the overall demand for gambling. He
overlooked the more important point the court was making that the tangled laws and regulations
could not possibly advance the government’s interest in a direct manner.
Student No. 3’s paper was even more disjointed. She badly misstates the Central Hudson
test making it appear that the purpose of that test is to help the court write regulations rather than
assess their constitutionality. She also misstates the court’s conclusion on the question of whether
controlling the social costs associated with gambling is a substantial governmental interest. Student 3 said the court had concluded it should not make that judgment. In fact, the court said controlling the social costs was a substantial governmental interest, but the change in policy toward
greater acceptance of gambling was blurring the clarity of that interest. She compounded the error
by later saying the court had ruled in favor of the broadcasters because it had found no substantial
governmental interest motivating the regulation. Also, she said the court had found Congress was
promoting Indian casinos and retarding commercial ones, but that was not a conclusion the court
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had drawn.
This assignment opened a bigger gap between the high-pass student and the middle- and
low-pass students. The high-pass student continued to perform at a very high level, recognizing
key details in the opinion and summarizing arguments clearly. The others showed substantially
less grasp of the details of the case and the steps in Justice Stevens’ argument and how those affected the outcome of the case.

Analysis Paper No. 4
The court case students wrote about for this assignment was part of the California Supreme
Court’s decision in Shulman v. Group W Productions. The class had read a different part of the
opinion in the same case earlier in the semester. That part had dealt with the issue of publicity to
private facts. The part the students wrote about for this paper dealt with intrusion. Ruth Shulman
and her son had been victims of a traffic accident. Ruth had been trapped in her car and was seriously injured. The medical team that responded to the accident was accompanied by a cameraman
from Group W. He shot video and recorded audio at the scene of the accident and in the helicopter
ambulance that carried the Shulmans to the hospital for treatment. The nurse who treated the Shulmans at the scene was wearing a microphone that picked up her conversations with Ruth. The images and some of the conversations were later included in a television broadcast, On Scene: Emergency Response. Shulman sued Group W, saying this constituted invasion of privacy by intrusion.
Student No. 1’s paper on this case is very good, but a notch below her earlier papers. She
again presents a thorough summary of the facts of the case. She correctly identifies the central issue of whether the Shulmans had a reasonable expectation of privacy at the accident scene, in the
helicopter ambulance and in their conversations with the nurse at the accident scene. Her summary
of the court’s discussion of whether Group W’s intrusion could be found highly offensive is also
very thorough and accurate. She correctly noted that the court based its conclusion on this point
on the conduct of the photographer and on the fact that Ruth Shulman was severely injured and
unable to notice what the photographer was doing or object to his presence or his conduct. The
major point she overlooks, however, is the role of the California wiretap law in shaping the decision. Although this law and the judicial interpretation of the law played a big role in the California
Supreme Court’s decision, Student No. 1barely mentions it.
Student No. 2 correctly identifies the major issues in the case–the Shulmans’ expectation of
privacy and the offensiveness of the intrusion–but his explanation of the court’s decision is superficial. He notes that the California Supreme Court found the Shulmans had a reasonable expectation
of privacy in both the helicopter ambulance and in the conversations with the nurse at the accident
scene. But he does not explain what facts led the court to this conclusion. Similarly, he offers no
explanation of why the court concluded Group W’s intrusion into the Shulmans’ zone of privacy
was highly offensive.
Student No. 3 turned in a paper that was much weaker than either of the others. Her fundamental problem was that she confused the portion of the Shulman case she was supposed to write
about with the portion that had been discussed earlier in the semester. Thus she confuses the issues
of intrusion and publicity to private facts. Student No. 3 briefly summarizes the discussion about
whether the cameraman’s mere presence at the accident scene constitutes an intrusion and whether
the Shulmans had an expectation of privacy in the helicopter ambulance and in the conversations
with the nurse. But then she turns to the analysis the court offered of the publicity to private facts
claim. Although the California Supreme Court said the Group W program about the accident was
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sufficiently newsworthy that the Shulmans could not recover damages for publicity to private
facts, the company’s conduct in obtaining video and audio of the accident could be actionable as
intrusion. Student 3 simply failed to realize that the court’s conclusion on the intrusion claim was
different from its conclusion on the publicity to private facts claim.

The Essay Tests

Students took three essay tests during the semester. Each test presented students with five
hypothetical situations (all based to some degree on real cases or real incidents). For each hypothetical there were three or four questions. Students had to answer at least one question from each
hypothetical and 10 questions total. The questions required students to state the legal rule needed
to answer the question and to apply that rule to the facts of the hypothetical to reach a conclusion
as to how the situation would be resolved.

Test 1
This test covered material on basic First Amendment concepts and problems, such as incitement to criminal conduct, limitations on symbolic speech and prior restraints. It also covered
libel, a major section of the course. I will evaluate the three students’ answers on questions 8 and
11. Both of these deal with libel but with different aspects. Question 8 comes from a part of the test
covering the elements of a libel suit: what a plaintiff must be able to prove in order to get a case to
the jury. Question 8 asks students to evaluate whether a particular statement in a hypothetical news
story is capable of a defamatory meaning. The question focuses on a statement that is libel per
quod, meaning the statement is innocent on its face but becomes defamatory when combined with
information known to the audience. Question 11 deals with actual malice. The U.S. Supreme Court
has ruled that libel plaintiffs who are public officials or public figures must prove actual malice,
meaning that the defamatory statements about them were published with the knowledge that they
were false or with a high degree of awareness of their probable falsity. Both libel per quod and
actual malice are concepts with which some students struggle.
On Question 8, the Student No. 2, the middle-pass student, outperformed Student No. 1,
the high-pass student. Student 2 began with an accurate statement of the legal definition of what it
means for a statement to be defamatory. He also noted that facially innocent statements can assume
a defamatory meaning when combined with information already known to the audience. He recognized that the statement this question called on him to evaluate was innocent on its face; it simply
noted that the plaintiff had been a graduate student working for a famous professor several years
earlier. What made it defamatory was that the professor had been caught with child pornography at
the time the plaintiff had been working with him. Even though this was not stated in the hypothetical news story, it was a fact that people hearing the story would be likely to remember. Student 2
offers a cogent explanation of how this statement might lower the plaintiff’s reputation. Student
No. 1 reached the same conclusion, but she failed to note that the statement was facially innocent
and became defamatory only because the audience was likely to remember other information. Student No. 3, the low-pass student, did not include a clear definition of what constitutes defamation,
but she did correctly recognize this statement as capable of a defamatory meaning based on the
information the audience was likely to already have.
For Question 11, students had to decide whether there was evidence that a particular statement about a plaintiff had been made with actual malice. Again Student No. 2 wrote a better an13

swer than Student No. 1. Student 2 began with a correct definition of “actual malice.” Student 1
began her answer with a discussion of whether the plaintiff was a public official, which was not
what was asked. Student 2 correctly and clearly identified the facts in the hypothetical that were
relevant to deciding whether the statement had been published with actual malice, such as the reporter’s source for the information, whether the source was in a position to have credible information on the topic, the source’s history of reliability, the existence of corroborating evidence and the
defendant’s lack of awareness of probable falsity. Student No. 1 reached the correct conclusion and
identified some of the same relevant factors, but she used a list of factors derived from earlier cases
to determine whether there was actual malice. Although Student 1’s approach was not unreasonable, it may lead to wrong conclusions, because no list of factors indicating actual malice can be
exhaustive. Student No. 3 reached the correct conclusion, but she began with an inaccurate definition of “actual malice,” which included “purposefully neglecting to gather more information.”
Failure to gather more information can be evidence of actual malice only in rare circumstances.
She did note the reliability of the source and the existence of corroborating evidence as key issues,
but her answer overall was less complete that those of the other two students.

Test 2
The material covered on this test included invasion of privacy torts, regulation of deceptive
advertising through the Lanham Act and Federal Trade Commission rules and First Amendment
protection for commercial speech. I have chosen questions 4 and 10 from Test 2 for comparing
the performances of the three students. Question 4 asks whether a hypothetical celebrity would be
able to prove that an advertisement infinged on her right of publicity. Question 10 asks whether an
advertiser violated FTC regulations in the way it used a celebrity endorser for its product.
Student No. 1 showed dramatic improvement from the first to the second test. Her answers
on both of the questions were logical and well-formulated and applied the legal rules in the correct
manner. On Question 4, Student No. 1 stated the three elements of an action for right of publicity and identified the facts in the hypothetical relevant to each part. The first element requires the
plaintiff to show that the defendant had used a distinctive aspect of the plaintiff’s identity. In this
case, it was the use of distinctive features of the plaintiff’s appearance and a catch phrase very
similar to one the plaintiff uses regularly and has trademarked. Student No. 1 noted all of these and
concluded the plaintiff could be successful in her suit. The other two elements–lack of consent and
injury to the plaintiff–were less complicated to determine, but Student No. 1 had no problem with
either. The performance of Student No. 2 was equally strong. He clearly stated the elements for
an action for infringement of right of publicity and applied those elements to the facts of the case.
Student No. 3 was less successful. She recognized that the problem was similar to that the White v.
Samsung Electronics case the class had read earlier. But she did not state the elements of an action
for right of publicity. She recognized that the character in the commercial was supposed to resemble the plaintiff, but although the similarities between the two were as great and as numerous as the
similarities between White and the robot in her case, Student 3 concluded they were insufficient to
prove use of the plaintiff’s identity. She also erroneously concluded the plaintiff would be unable
to prove injury, ignoring the fact the plaintiff had lost an opportunity to capitalize on her persona.
Question 10 concerned the use of a celebrity, a former pro football quarterback, as an endorser for a juice drink claiming specific health benefits. In the hypothetical, the endorser said the
product had helped reduce his enlarged prostate and it had helped other men with erectile dysfunction. Student No. 1 summarized the FTC rules on endorsements that use celebrities and discussed
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how those rules applied to the facts of the hypothetical. One part deals with identifying whether the
endorser is being paid. The FTC says this normally does not need to be disclosed because people
assume endorsers are paid. However, other financial connections between the endorser and the
product or company, connections consumers might not suspect, must be disclosed. In this hypothetical, the ads failed to disclose the endorser’s substantial financial investment in the company.
Student No. 1 correctly identified this problem. She also noted that the endorsement presented a
false picture of the endorser’s experience with the product, because although he had experienced
improvement in his prostate, the ad did not disclose he had also been taking a prescription drug
for the problem. Student No. 2’s answer was as thorough, clear and well-argued as that of Student
No. 1. But, again, Student No. 3 was less thorough in her answer. She identified some, but not all,
of the relevant FTC rules for celebrity endorsers and noted that the ad adhered to some, but not
all. In particular, she noted that the ads failed to disclose the endorsers financial connections to
the advertiser. However, she did not recognize the problem with the distortion of the endorser’s
experience with the product.

Test 3

The final test of the semester covered a wide range of issues, including the law governing
political broadcasting, trademark and copyright law, the tort of intrusion and other issues arising
in connection with news gathering practices and problems involved in the coverage of the judicial
system, especially coverage of criminal trials. Perhaps because the test covered so many topics, it
was difficult to find two questions all three students answered. However, all three answered Questions 1 and 5, so those two will be used for this assessment. Question 1 covered the regulation of
political broadcasting, and Question 5 involved trademark infringement.
Question 1 asked students to apply the equal opportunity rule to a situation involving an appearance by a possible candidate for public office on a television interview program shortly before
a primary election and determine two candidates for the nomination were entitled to airtime. The
question is simple, but the possibilities for students to mislead themselves are almost endless. Student No. 1 stayed focused on the key issues and wrote an answer that succinctly stated the relevant
law and facts. She recognized that the threshold issue is whether the person who appeared on the
interview is a legally qualified candidate. She also recognized that because he had not formally
declared his candidacy, even though many speculated he might run, he was not a legally qualified
candidate; therefore, the other candidates were not entitled to equal opportunity. Student No. 2’s
answer is an example of how one can become distracted from the key issues and write an incorrect answer. Student 2 stated the equal opportunity rule and noted that the person interviewed had
not formally declared his candidacy. However, the student then discussed whether the interviewee
had engaged in campaign activities to an extent that he had made a substantial showing as a bona
fide candidate. The student concluded that the interview subject had made a substantial showing,
in large part because of his appearance on the interview show; therefore the other candidates were
entitled to equal opportunity. However, this overlooks the fact that the candidate must first make a
formal declaration of an intent to run for office. Absent that, even engaging in other activities, does
not make one a legally qualified candidate. Student No. 3 again failed to state the governing legal
rule (the equal opportunity rule), but she did a better job than Student 2 in staying focused on key
issues. She realized that the interview subject was not a legally qualified candidate. She also noted
that because the appearance had been on a news interview program, it might have fallen into the
exemptions to the equal opportunity rule.
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For Question 5, students were asked to consider whether a plaintiff in a trademark infringement case could prove one aspect of the multi-factor test for a likelihood of confusion. This particular question involved the strength of the plaintiff’s mark. Student No. 1 wrote an exceptionally
detailed and thorough analysis of the entire problem. She began with a definition of “strength of
the mark” that noted the idea embraces two issues, conceptual strength and commercial strength.
Her answer looks at the conceptual strength of the hypothetical plaintiff’s mark and concludes it
is not great–a candy shaped and colored like a blue bird. But she also analyzes the commercial
strength and finds that much greater. The amount of advertising, the duration of the advertising
campaigns and consumer surveys all showed that the mark was readily recognizable to consumers and, therefore, commercially strong. Students No. 2 and 3 offer answers that are considerably
less detailed. Neither of them distinguishes conceptual and commercial strength, although these
were concepts covered in their readings. Both focus entirely on the commercial strength of the
mark. Student 2 emphasizes the fact that consumer surveys showed that many people believed the
defendant’s product had been produced by or in conjunction with the plaintiff as evidence of the
strength of the mark. He did not discuss the lengthy advertising campaign to build the mark or the
effects of that campaign. Student 3 emphasized the advertising campaign and expenditures and the
fact the brand was one of the top five in the U.S., but she did not discuss the consumer surveys.
Both Student 2 and Student 3 failed to identify facts relevant to a determination of the strength of
the mark, but they overlooked different sets of facts.

Analysis of Grades and Grade Trends
Analysis Paper Assignments
The purpose of the analysis papers was to help students understand how courts resolve
cases, to learn to identify and summarize the links in the arguments judges make for one conclusion or another. My expectation was that these assignments would lead to improved understanding
of the law and legal reasoning. Certainly the high-pass student seems to have done that in all four
papers. That student brought to the class a high level of competence in analyzing and summarizing
complex arguments. The mddle-pass and low-pass students entered the class with less competence
in identifying the major elements of complex arguments. The disappointing aspect of this was their
failure to show much improvement. If the assignments were serving their purpose, I would expect
to see a noticeable narrowing of the gap between the high-pass student and the other two in their
performance. With the exception of the second paper, this was not the case. The gap remained
through out the semester and was probably as great in the fourth paper as it had been in the first.
Quantitative data for the entire class indicate students showed marginal improvement in
this assignment over the semester. Between the first and the second papers, scores improved by
an average of 2.3 points. The average percentage improvement was 21.6, however. The median
improvement was 2 points or 11.1 percent. The change from the first paper to the last, however,
was much less. The average improvement was only 0.2 points or 5.7 percent, and the median
improvement was 1 point or 5.3 percent. These figures suggest that the students came to look on
the assignment as busy work and not something that engaged them intellectually or emotionally.
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Tests

All three students showed some improvement from the first to the second test and somewhat less improvement from the second to the third test. This is a fairly typical pattern for students
in this course, and it is born out by statistics for the entire class. The scores on the third test were,
on average, 5.3 points, or 15.6 percent, higher than the scores on the first test. The median improvement in scores between the first and third tests was 6 points or 12.2 percent.
The statistical evidence and the qualitative assessment of the tests of the three students chosen for this review suggest that the tests are helping students learn basic principles of mass media
law and how to apply those principles. They are also encouraging in students the ability to identify
facts that are relevant for answering a particular question and for constructing an argument for how
a particular issue should be decided.

Planned Changes

This review of my course has persuaded me that I should abandon the analysis paper assignment, at least as it it presently designed. The performance of the students suggests that it is
benefiting only a few students, and those are mainly ones who enter the class with above average
writing skills and ability to read and understand complex documents.
The nature of the change I will make is a little less clear, but I can think of a couple of options. One would be to have students deliver oral presentations, probably in groups, based on the
cases assigned from the packets. The students would be required to analyze the case and suggest
questions for the class to discuss. In class quizzes could be used to make sure all students read the
cases.
Another possibility is to replace the analysis papers with a different type of assignment.
One possibility would be to divide the students into groups and assign two groups to each case.
One group would be given the facts of a real case, perhaps with names and other identifying information deleted. They would be asked to analyze the facts and discuss how the law should apply in
that instance. In effect, they would be judge and jury for the case. The other group would be given
the full text of the opinion in the case and would follow up with a critique of the first group’s performance to point out what that group had done well in analyzing the case and what it might have
missed. Students could also be asked to turn in short papers along with their oral presentations, but
the grade would be based mainly on the presentation. They could also be asked to evaluate each
other so as to diminish the problem of free riders.
The tests generally seem satisfactory, but for a variety of reasons I may want to modify
them slightly. Instead of having the students write on 10 questions, I may reduce that to five. That
would help with my grading burden (and next semester’s class looks to be unusually large), but it
will also allow student to devote more time to thinking about each individual answer. This might
increase the overall quality of responses and encourage more critical thinking.
I started using i>Clickers this semester, but I am not sure I want to make them a permanent
feature. I will continue using them for at least two more semesters, but for next semester I may
use them more for informal polling of the class than for in-class quizzes. The students seemed to
respond when they were asked to vote on a particular issue or question and then asked to explain
their votes. That often brought out flaws in their thinking that could be examined and used to make
their approaches to the tests more sound.
Another change I will be making is in the supplementary reading. This year I used Lillian
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Hellman’s The Children’s Hour, but next year I will be using The Central Park Five by Sarah
Burns. The new book is a nonfiction account of the arrest and prosecution of five young men for
a brutal rape in New York City’s Central Park in the 1980s. The five all confessed, but eventually
DNA evidence exonerated them. The case is a wonderful example of how the criminal justice
system can err and how news coverage can prejudice the atmosphere surrounding a criminal trial
and possibly cause a grave injustice to occur. The students will have to complete some kind of
out-of-class assignment in connection with the book, but at this point, I’m not sure what it will be.
A final change I plan to make is to the attendance policy. I have been reluctant to require attendance, and in the past, I have instead rewarded students who attend regularly with bonus points.
I believe many students, however, are not mature enough manage their attendance in a profitable
way. Students get into trouble because of spotty attendance and realize their problems only late
in the semesters. I expect I will change my policy to allow a certain number of absences without
penalty, perhaps five or six, and then penalize students a certain number or points or partial letter
grades for each absence thereafter.

Overall Assessment of the Portfolio Process

The process of evaluating my course and preparing the portfolio has allowed me to see with
greater specificity and clarity the strengths and weaknesses of the course as I have been teaching
it. I doubt I would have come to understand how little the analysis paper assignment was contributing to the class without this process. The assignment seemed to me to be almost obviously
valuable. But it became apparent that it had little value to the students, and they were viewing it
as busy work, something to be accomplished with as little effort or thought as possible. Replacing
the assignment may be a trial-and-error process over the next few semesters, but that will be better than continuing to waste student time and my time on something that contributes little to their
understanding of media law.
The peer review process has also exposed me to what excellent teachers in other disciplines
are doing in their classes. It has given me inspiration and ideas for things to try in my class. I believe the process will make my next several years as a teacher more rewarding and productive, and
it will benefit my work in all of the classes I will be teaching.
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ACEJMC Competencies

The College of Journalism and Mass Communications is accredited by the Accrediting Council on
Education in Journalism and Mass Communications (ACEJMC). The mission of ACE- Truth is a far better weapon than censorJMC is “to foster and encourage excellence ship to maintain absolute secrecy.
and high standards in professional education
Dwight D. Eisenhower, U.S. president
in journalism and mass communications.”
ACEJMC recommends that all graduates
should be aware of certain core values and competencies. This course addresses the following competencies:
• Apply the principles and laws of freedom of speech and press, including the right to dissent, to
monitor and criticize power, and to assemble and petition for redress of grievances.
• Understand how to think critically, creatively and independently.
• Understand how to write correctly and clearly in forms and styles appropriate for the communications professions, audiences and purposes they serve.

Outcomes

One of ACEJMC’s principles is to promote student learning by assessing your achievement of the
competencies listed above at the course and program level. After completing this course, students
will be able to:
• Apply media law principles for libel, privacy, copyright, advertising, and broadcast regulation
and other areas to real-life situations.
• Understand how courts and administrative agencies decide cases in media law.
• Be aware of how the American legal system operates.
• Distinguish relevant from irrelevant information for the solution of a problem.
• Construct a clear, logical argument to support a conclusion.
• Accurately summarize written and oral presentations of others.
• Identify and correct problems in grammar, spelling, punctuation and word usage.

Readings

Most of the legal principals governing much of mass media law are scattered throughout thousands
of judicial rulings—opinions written by judges interpreting the U.S. Constitution, federal and state
laws and the common law and declaring how the law should be applied in particular cases. For this
reason, you will read many judicial opinions for this course. Most of the opinions come from the
U.S. Supreme Court, but some come from lower federal courts, federal agencies and state courts.
American law’s reliance on judicial interpretation carries drawbacks and advantages. Judges
bring their own subjective views to cases, and those views may influence outcomes. Moreover, interpretations may change over time making the law less than 100 percent predictable. Offsetting
these drawbacks is the flexibility judges have to reinterpret the law and apply it to new and changing situations.
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The judicial opinions you will read and discuss will challenge you to think about how and
why media professionals do what they do, how their actions affect other people, and when they
should be punished for what they do. The issues at the center of this course are among the most
important for anyone working in communications—indeed, they are important for any American

citizen because so much of our political tradition relies on the ability of people to exercise their
First Amendment rights. So, we will be discussing some genuinely big issues this semester.
You are required to buy three books for this course:
•Mass Media Law, 18th edition, by Don R. Pember and Clay Calvert.
•Cases & Questions for Mass Media Law course packet by John Bender, which is packaged 		
with the Pember and Calvert text.
•The Children’s Hour by Lillian Hellman.
In addition to these three books, you must also buy an i>Clicker. You will need the i>Clicker
for recording your attendance and for taking in-class quizzes and class participation. Those will be
nearly 20 percent of your grade, so having the i>Clicker is important.
The Cases & Questions packet contains
•the text of court decisions you will be assigned to read and questions to guide your reading;
•an outline of the course based on the PowerPoint presentations I use in class; and
•an essay explaining the court system and court procedures.
Some of the court opinions deal with complicated issues and are written in a style that
you may find difficult at first. But learning to read the opinions will help you see how judges and
federal regulators think about the mass
[I]n those wretched countries where a man
media and the First Amendment and
how they decide cases that will affect cannot call his tongue his own, he can scarce
your profession. The opinions also will call any thing else his own. Whoever would
help you learn about how the American overthrow the liberty of a nation, must begin
judicial system operates. Finally, read- by subduing the freedom of speech....
ing court opinions will also help you
John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon,
prepare to be a good client. I hope none
British essayists
of you will ever have to defend yourself
in court, but should that day come, your
success will depend in part on your ability to help your attorney. Knowing how the law works will
help you understand what information and insights your attorney needs.
Pember and Calvert’s Mass Media Law is one of the outstanding textbooks in the field.
The publisher has prepared a special version of the book for this class. The special version omits a
few chapters that we will not be using and includes the Cases & Questions packet as a supplement.
Because there is insufficient time to cover all media law issues during class periods, the textbook
offers a way for you to expand your understanding of the material.
Hellman’s The Children’s Hour is a play that deals with an in instance of defamation. We will
use it as the basis for discussing libel law issues in class and for one of the tests.

How to Get an A in This Course

I don’t grade on a curve, which means theoretically everyone in the class could get an A. Here are
some tips for doing that:
1. Be sure you take every test or quiz. The tests are all done out of class, either as take-home
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exams or as tests at the Burnett testing center. It’s up to you to make sure you take them.
2. Turn in every Anaylsis Paper. It’s up to you to keep track of the due dates.
3. Attend every class. The lectures and in-class discussion are directed to preparing you for
the tests. If you’re not in class, you will not be able to take quizzes and you will not be able to engage
in class participation thorugh the i>Clicker .
4. Read the sample answers I post on Blackboard after the tests have been graded. They
should help you understand why you did not get full credit for your answer. If you don’t understand,
come and talk to me.
5. Take advantage of any extra-credit opportunities. I’ll offer at least one opportunity for
extra-credit. Don’t ignore it.

Your Instructor

John R. Bender, Professor		
Office Phone: (402) 472-3053
Home Phone: (402) 423-6636

Office: 345 Andersen Hall
Email: jbender1@unl.edu
Cell Phone: (402) 217-3523

Office Hours:
Mondays—10:30-noon.
Tuesdays—8-11 a.m.
Wednesdays—10:30-noon.
Thursdays — 8-11 a.m.
Fridays — 10:30-noon.
Professional experience: I worked at The Morning Sun in Pittsburg, Kan., for six years, first as a
reporter, then as news editor, and finally as managing editor. I also spent the summer 2000 working
as a copy editor at the Milwaukee Journal
When the public’s right to know is threatSentinel.
Academic background: B.A., Westmin- ened, and when the rights of free speech
ster College, Fulton, Mo., 1970; M.S., and free press are at risk, all of the other
University of Kansas, 1977; Ph.D., Uni- liberties we hold dear are endangered.
versity of Missouri-Columbia, 1991.
Christopher Dodd, U.S. senator
Personal information: My wife’s name
is Valerie, and she is a secretary in UNL’s
Office of Student Accounts. We have one son, Rob, who is a student at Southeast Community
College. I enjoy walking, cooking, traveling and reading mystery novels.

Tests and Quizzes

I will give three tests during the semester. The dates of the tests are indicated on the class schedule at the end of this syllabus. Each test will have questions asking you to apply mass media law
principles to hypothetical situations. For each hypothetical, there will be three or four short essay
questions, and each test will have four or five hypotheticals for a total of 12-15 questions. You will
have to answer 10 of them. Each answer will be worth up to seven points, or 70 points for each
test. The tests may also have one or more essay questions drawn from the study questions in the
course packet. The tests will be take-home, and you may use your books and notes to prepare your
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answers. Your test answers must be submitted in hard-copy at the time of the class indicated on
the schedule. The third test will be due on the date scheduled for the final exam for this class. The
tests are not cumulative.
You also will take three multiple-choice quizzes. The first is a 20-question pre-test to gauge
your knowledge of media law. That quiz will not count toward your grade. The other two quizzes will contribute to your final grade. One is a quiz over the essay “American Law and Courts”
which is in the packet, starting on page 1.
That quiz will consist of 20 questions and I shall never tolerate the newspapers to
will be worth 20 points. The second quiz say or do anything against my interests;
will be part of your last exam. It will be a they may publish a few little articles
post-test to determine how much you have with just a little poison in them, but one
learned. Like the pre-test, it will consist of fine morning somebody will shut their
20 questions, but it will be worth 40 points.
mouths.
You will take all three quizzes at the Arts
Napoleon Bonaparte, French emperor
and Sciences Online Testing Center in 127
Burnett Hall. See http://scimath.unl.edu/
wba/testingcenter_home.php to find out the center’s hours and days of operation. The essay tests
are not cumulative, but the multiple-choice post-test is.
You can find a sample test question based on a hypothetical situation and an answer on
Blackboard. Also, much of the class discussion will deal with hypothetical situations and how they
would be resolved using media law principles; therefore, the class discussions are a form of practice
for the tests.

Class Participation and i>Clickers

Almost 20 percent of your grade depends on class participation. If you neglect this portion of the
assigned work, even if you get perfect scores on all your other work, you will get at best a B for the
semester. Much of your class participation grade will be earn through i>Clickers. Your presence in
the classroom will be recorded through the i>Clicker, and you will also use the i>Clicker to respond
to questions asked during class.
Often classes will begin with brief
In 2008, a customer at a breakfast spot in
quizzes over the readings assigned for that
Appalachia, or a worker in a union office day. You will answer the questions using
in Columbus, is able to repeat the latest your i>Clicker, so you must bring your
dubious campaign sound bites within days, i>Clicker to every class.
Collectively, class participation is
if not hours. Everyone hates the media,
and everyone sounds like a talking head. worth 80 points. The raw points for parGeorge Packer, U.S. journalist ticipation may add up to more than 80,
but the points you receive at the end of the
semester will be a percentage of 80 points
determined by the percentage of possible points you receive. For example, if you the total points
possible for attendance and participation equals 138, and you receive 117, you will have earned 84.7
percent of the possible points. That would entitle you to 84.7 percent of 80 points or 68 points.
In addition to the participation points you earn through the i>Clicker, you will be able to
pick up additional bonus discussion points through oral participation in class. Anything you con-
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tribute to the discussion of cases and legal issues we will be considering will earn you additional
points. You can earn participation bonus points by answering questions I ask in class, asking questions of your own or contributing comments relevant to the topics under discussion. The points you
earn will be based on the frequency of your contributions to the class discussion, not on whether
your comments or conclusions are accurate or factually correct.
The points for oral participation are bonus points. They will be added on to points you earn
on you tests, papers and class participation to raise your grade.

Analysis Papers

You will read about 39 court opinions or similar documents this semester. I have selected four of
them as ones for which you will write analysis papers addressing specific questions. The purpose
of these papers is to help you learn how to read, summarize and analyze a complicated argument.
Every court decision presents an argument, based on legal principles and precedents, for why the
case should be decided in a particular way. In order to understand a court’s conclusion, you need to
be able to identify and follow the major steps
In the competitive rush to be first, the in the court’s reasoning.
Each of the four analysis papers you
old admonition of saying where you
get the news, as well as making sure it’s will write should begin with a brief summary
of the facts of the case and what happened in
true when you get it, has been a
the lower courts. The largest section of the paconspicuous casualty. per should be a summary of the court’s reaJack W. Germond and, Jules Witcover, soning as it moves toward its conclusion.
newspaper columnists
Sometimes, the decisions you will read
will have concurring or dissenting opinions.
You must read these as well as the majority
opinion, and your analysis paper should summaries them, too. The summaries of the concurrences
and dissents may be brief.
You also must analyze the reasoning of the majority, concurring and dissenting opinions.
You may find youself agreeing with the majority or one or the other opinions. Or you may find
faults in all of them. You must, however, offer concrete reasons for your views.
You must summarize the opinions in your own words. Do not use long quotations; do not
copy summaries of the opinions from other sources. It is important that you develop the ability to
read what others have written and then summarize that material in your own words.
All papers must be turned in on the date indicated in the assignment schedule in hard
copy (no emailed papers accepted). Late papers will not be accepted unless I specifically agree
to accept them.

The Children’s Hour Test

American playwright Lillian Hellman wrote her first play, The Children’s Hour, about an incident
in a girls’ boarding school in which one of the students makes a defamatory accusation against two
of the teachers. The setting for the play is indeterminate, but the dialogue and action create the
impression of New England in the 1920s or 1930s.
One part of the first test will require you to apply contemporary libel-law principles to the
facts described in the play. We will discuss the play in class as part of our consideration of libel law.
Although the questions over The Children’s Hour will comprise only part of the test, every-
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one will have to answer at least one and possibly two or three questions based on the play.

Format for Work Submitted

All work submitted for this class must be typed, single-spaced and turned in as hard copy (not sent
by email). The only handwritten work I will accept will be the tests (if any) that you will complete
in class. For all papers prepared outside of class, your grade will be based on grammar, spelling and
clarity of expression as well as on content.

Grades

Your grade will be based on three tests, one 20-point quiz, one 40-point quiz, four analysis papers,
and class participation, totalling 430 points (not including bonus points). The points are distributed
in the following manner:
•Tests (each test worth 70 points):
210 points
•American Law and Courts Quiz:
20 points
•Post-Test:
40 points
•Analysis Papers (20 points each):
80 points
•Class Participation:
80 points
Graduate students and students taking this class for honors credit will be assigned additional work
worth 100 points (530 points possible).

Grading Scale

Grades for the course will be assigned on the basis of the following scale:
			Undergraduate		
Graduate/Honors
%
A+ = 		
*		
*			
*
A
=		
404 - 430		
498 - 530		
94
A- =		
383 - 403		
472 - 497		
89
B+ =		
361 - 382 		
445 - 471		
84
B
=		
340 - 360		
419 - 444		
79
B- =		
314 - 339		
387 - 418		
73
C+ =		
284 - 313 		
350 - 386		
66
C
=		
249 - 283		
307 - 349		
58
C-** =		
228 - 248		
280 - 306		
53
D =		
206 - 227		
254 - 279		
48
F =		
Below 206		
Below 254

*I award A plus grades at my discretion to those students who excel on all measures.
** C minus is an unacceptable grade for journalism and mass communications majors. Any person
majoring in one of the majors offered by the College of Journalism and Mass Communications
who receives a C minus must retake the course.

Graduate and Honors Students

Students taking this course for graduate credit or undergraduate honors credit must complete an
additonal project. Such a project may take many forms, but usually it will be a paper or series of
papers representing a substantial effort to research and analyze a media law problem.
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Research papers should be a minimum of 20 pages (typed, double-spaced—an exception to
the rule above—with one-inch margins) and should be based on research that draws on secondary and primary sources. Secondary sources are books, law review articles and similar materials.
Primary sources are court opinions, statutes, administrative decisions, attorney general’s opinions,
transcripts of hearings or floor debates on proposed legislation and similar materials.
There is no fixed minimum or maximum number of sources, but a general guideline is that
you should have at least one source for every page in the paper. So, a 20-page paper should have
about 20 sources.
No matter whether you do a traditional research paper or something else, you must consult
with me about both the topic and the nature of the work. Furthermore, it is your responsibility to
schedule regular appointments with me to discuss your project and the progress you are making
toward completing it.

Policy on Academic Integrity

Every student must adhere to the policy on academic integrity set forth in the UNL Student Code
of Conduct as outlined in the UNL Bulletin. Students who plagiarize may receive a failing grade
on an assignment or for an entire course and may be reported to the Student Judicial Review
Board. The work a student submits in a class must be the student’s own work and must be work
completed for that particular class and assignment. Students wishing to build on an In truth it is afflicting that a man who has
old project or work on a similar project in past his life in serving the public ... should
two classes must discuss this with both pro- yet be liable to have his peace of mind
fessors. Academic dishonesty includes
so much disturbed by any individual who
• handing in another’s work or part of shall think proper to arraign him in a
another’s work as your own.
newspaper. It is however an evil for which
• turning in one of your old papers (including something you wrote in high there is no remedy. Our liberty depends
on the freedom of the press, and that
school) for a current class.
• turning in the same paper or similar pa- cannot be limited without being lost....
pers for two different classes,
Thomas Jefferson, U.S. president
• using notes or other study aids or otherwise obtaining another’s answers for a quiz or an examination.
Anything and everything you include in your papers that comes from another source must
be attributed with proper citation. That includes ideas and opinions.
Plagiarism consists of using phrases, sentences or paragraphs from any source and republishing them without alteration or attribution. The sources include, but are not limited to, books,
magazines, newspapers, television or radio reports, Web sites and other students’ papers.

Students with Disabilities

Students with disabilities are encouraged to contact the instructor for a confidential discussion of
their individual needs for academic accommodation. It is the policy of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln to provide flexible and individualized accommodation to students with documented
disabilities that may affect their ability to fully participate in course activities or meet course requirements. To receive accommodation services, students must be registered with the Services for
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Students with Disabilities (SSD) office, 132 Canfield Administration, 472-3787 voice or TTY.

Diversity

The College of Journalism and Mass Communications values diversity, in the broadest sense of the
word—gender, age, race, ethnicity, nationality, income, religion, education, geographic, physical and
mental ability or disability, sexual orientation. We recognize that understanding and [A]s long as speech represents the freely
incorporating diversity in the curriculum en- chosen expression of the speaker, deables us to prepare our students for careers as
pends for its power on the free accepprofessional communicators in a global society. As communicators, we understand that tance of the listener, and is not used in
journalism, advertising and other forms of the context of violent or coercive acstrategic communication must reflect society tivities, freedom of speech represents a
in order to be effective and reliable. We fail charter of liberty for noncoercive action.
as journalists if we are not accurate in our
C. Edwin Baker, U.S. legal scholar
written, spoken and visual reports; including
diverse voices and perspectives improves our
accuracy and truthfulness. In advertising, we cannot succeed if we do not understand the value of
or know how to create advertising that reflects a diverse society and, thus, appeals to broader audiences.

Class Topic and Assignment Schedule

What follows is a tentative schedule for this class. What we actually cover and how quickly we
cover it may depend on outside events and your needs and interests. This schedule lists the topics
we will cover. You must read the assignments by the date indicated. You should finish reading The
Children’s Hour by Feb. 6.
Date		

Topic and Assignment

Jan. 7		
		

Introduction to the course; First Amendment principles; levels of scrutiny.
Packet, Levels of Scrutiny, p. 56.

Jan. 9		
Incitement to unlawful action.
		
Packet, Brandeburg v. Ohio, p. 57.
		
Pember & Calvert, pp. 44-70.
		
Jan. 11		
Symbolic speech.
		
Packet, Texas v. Johnson, p. 59. 		
Jan. 14		
Threats.
		
Packet, “American Law and Courts,” p. 1, and Virginia v. Black, p. 66.		
		Quiz over “American Law and Courts” and Pre-Test
		
in Testing Center Jan. 14-18.
		
(Analysis Paper 1 over Virginia v. Black due.)
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Jan. 16		
		

Fighting words; prior restraints.
Packet, Nebraska v. Drahota, p. 78.

Jan. 18		
		
		

Prior restraints, continued.
Packet, New York Times v. United States, p. 83.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 70-77.

Jan. 21		

Martin Luther King Jr. Day—No class

Jan. 23
		

Introduction to libel; the elements of a libel case.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 153-57 and 166-71.

Jan. 25		
		

Elements of a libel case, continued.
Packet, Gallo v. Alitalia, p. 91, and Yonaty v. Mincolla, p. 96.		

Jan. 28		
		

Elements of a libel case, continued.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 157-66		

Jan. 30		
		

Elements of a libel case, continued.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 174-78 and 244-47.

Feb. 1		
		

Common law defenses to a libel suit.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 224-35.

Feb. 4		
		
		

Common law defenses, continued.
Packet, Milkovich v. Lorain Journal, p. 98.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 235-43.

Feb. 6		
Constitutional defenses to a libel suit.
		
Packet, New York Times v. Sullivan, p. 105, and Standards of Fault, p. 114.
		
Pember & Calvert, pp. 201-12.
		Finish reading The Children’s Hour.
Feb. 8		
Constitutional defenses, continued.
		
Packet, Murphy v. Boston Herald, p. 115, and Levesque v. Doocy, p. 122.
		
Feb. 11		
Public and private libel plaintiffs.
		
Packet, Gertz v. Robert Welch Inc., p. 127.
		
Pember & Calvert, pp. 183-201.
		Test 1 will be posted on Blackboard.
		
Feb. 13		
Introduction to privacy; publicity to private facts.
		
Packet, Shulman v. Group W Productions, p. 133.
		
Pember & Calvert, pp. 291-308.
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Feb. 15		
Private facts (continued); false light.
		
Pember & Calvert, pp. 308-16.
		Answers to Test 1 due at class time.
Feb. 18		
		
		

Appropriation.
Packet, Beverley v. Choices Women’s Medical Center, p. 139.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 258-77.

Feb. 20		
Right of publicity.
		
Packet, White v. Samsung Electronics, p. 142; Winter v. DC Comics, p. 146; and 		
		
Doe v. TCI Cablevision, p. 149.
		(Analysis Paper 2 over White v. Samsung Electronics due.)
Feb. 22		
		
		

Liability for physical and emotional harm.
Packet, Hustler Magazine v. Falwell, p. 152, and Snyder v. Phelps, p. 156.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 212-15.

Feb. 25		
		

Trade libel and Lanham Act suits.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 171-74.

Feb. 27		
		

Trade libel and Lanham Act (continued).
Packet, McNeil v. Pfizer, p. 163.

March 1
		
		

FTC regulation of advertising.
Packet, FTC Deception Policy Statement, p. 174.
Pember & Calvert, 589-602.

March 4
		
		

FTC regulation continued.
Packet, FTC Policy Statement Regarding Advertising Substantiation, p. 179.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 603-07.

March 6
Advertising and the First Amendment.
		
Packet, Greater New Orleans Broadcasters Assn. v. U.S., p. 182.
		Pember & Calvert, pp. 570-77.
		(Analysis Paper 3 over Greater New Orleans Broadcasters v. U.S. due.)
March 8
Obscenity; broadcast indecency.
		
Packet, Miller v. California, p. 188.
		
Pember & Calver, pp. 624-37.
				
March 11
Broadcast indecency.
		
Packet, and Industry Guidance on Broadcast Indecency, p. 192, and FCC v.
		
ABC, et al., p. 200.
		Test 2 questions will be posted on Blackboard.
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March 13
		
		

Political broadcasting; equal opportunity.
Packet Communications Act of 1934 (As Amended), p. 204.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 637-47.

March 15
Political broadcasting; access for federal candidates.
		
Packet, Becker v. FCC, p. 210, and Sec. 315 Decision Tree, p. 215.
		Answers to Test 2 due at class time.
March 18-22 SPRING BREAK — No class.
March 25
		
		
		

Trademarks.
Packet, Maker’s Mark v. Diageo North America, p. 216, and Levi Strauss v.
Abercrombie & Fitch, p. 222.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 519-23.

March 27
		

Copyright basics.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 526-35.

March 29
		
		

Copyright infringement.
Packet, Brown v. Perdue, p. 228.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 551-63.

April 1		

Copyright infringement (continued).

April 3		
		
		

Copyright—fair use defense.
Packet, Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., p. 235.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 538-51.

April 5		
Intrusion.
		
Pember & Calvert, pp. 277-89.
		
April 8		
Intrusion (continued).
		
Packet, Shulman v. Group W Productions, p. 243.
		(Analysis Paper 4 over Shulman v. Group W Productions due.)
April 10
		

Newsgathering rights and limitations.
Packet, Glik v. Cunniffe, p. 248.

April 12
		

Tresspass; ride-alongs; posing.
Teeter & Loving, Sec. 45.

April 15
		
		

Free press-fair trial controversy.
Packet, Sheppard v. Maxwell, p. 253.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 432-44.
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April 17
		

Coverage of courts; prejudicial coverage; bar-press guidelines.
Packet, Nebraska Bar-Press Guidelines, p. 263.

April 19
		
		

Controlling prejudicial news coverage—gag orders.
Packet, Nebraska Press Assn. v. Stuart, p. 265.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 444-56.

April 22
		
		

Controlling prejudicial news coverage—access to courts. 			
Packet, Press-Enterprise v. Superior Court, p. 274.
Pember & Calvert, pp. 457-71.

April 24
Confidentiality and state shield laws
		
Packet, Branzburg v. Hayes, p. 279.
		
Pember & Calvert, pp. 394-421.
		Test 3 questions will be posted on Blackboard.
April 26
		

Business issues: taxation and antitrust.
Reading assignment to be announced.

April 29
		

Answers to Test 3 due at 5 p.m. Post-test must be completed at the
Online Testing Center by closing time.

Analysis Paper 1-Student 1

Analysis Paper 1-Student 2

Analysis Paper 1-Student 3

Analysis Paper 2-Student 1

Analysis Paper 2-Student 2

Analysis Paper 2-Student 3

Analysis Paper 3-Student 1

Analysis Paper 3-Student 2

Analysis Paper 3-Student 3

Analysis Paper 4-Student 1

Analysis Paper 4-Student 2

Analysis Paper 4-Student 3

Test 1-Student 1

Test 1-Student 2

Test 1-Student 3

Test 2-Student 1

Test 2-Student 2

Test 2-Student 3

Test 3-Student 1

Test 3-Student 2

Test 3-Student 3

